1. What lost item did Beethoven write a song about?  

2. The name Beethoven means ...............farms

3. Beethoven was considered to be a musical what?  
   (Circle the answer)  
   a. catastrophe  b. monstrosity  c. genius

4. (Fill in these missing words):  
   EPIC       BORING       BIGGER  
   Beethoven felt his music was too ________  
   so he started to make it ________ and more ______

5. What did Beethoven dunk his head in to keep himself awake at night?  
   ........................................................................................................................................

6. Beethoven was once arrested for doing what to people’s windows? (Circle the answer)  
   a. painting them  b. looking in them  c. cleaning them
7. Complete the titles of Beethoven’s famous compositions:
Fur _____ Ode to ____

8. Which Sonata did Beethoven compose for an Austrian Countess named Julie Giucciardi? ......................... Sonata

9. What mysterious name did Beethoven give to his secret lover? The Immortal .........................

10. Beethoven was challenged to a duel using what unusual weapon? .........................

11. How many symphonies did Beethoven write? ......

12. At the age of 30 Beethoven began losing his:
   a. hearing  b. sight  c. pennies
1. What lost item did Beethoven write a song about?  
A penny

2. The name Beethoven means .......... farms  beetroot

3. Beethoven was considered to be a musical what?  
c. genius

4. Fill in these missing words: EPIC, BORING, BIGGER  
Beethoven felt his music was too BORING so he started to make it BIGGER and more EPIC

5. What did Beethoven dunk his head in to keep himself awake at night?  Freezing cold water

6. Beethoven was once arrested for doing what to peoples windows?  b. looking in

7. Complete the titles of Beethoven’s famous compositions:  Fur Elise, Ode to Joy
8. Which sonata did Beethoven compose for an Austrian Countess named Julie Giucciardi?
Moonlight Sonata

9. What mysterious name did Beethoven give to his secret lover?
The Immortal ......Beloved

10. Beethoven was challenged to a duel using what unusual weapon?  A piano

11. How many symphonies did Beethoven write?  9

12. At the age of 30 Beethoven began losing his:
a. hearing
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